openQA Tests - action #23564

[sle][functional][smt][y][medium] smt test for SLE15 does not do anything with SMT (was: fails in addon_products_sle - need to adapt workflow for SMT scenario)

2017-08-23 12:21 - okurz

Status: Rejected  Start date: 2017-08-23
Priority: Normal  Due date:
Assignee: riafarov  % Done: 0%
Category: Bugs in existing tests  Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: future
Difficulty: medium

Description

Observation

openQA test in scenario sle-15-Leanos-DVD-x86_64-smt@64bit fails in addon_products_sle

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 93.17

Expected result

Last good: SLE 12 SP3 still showing the addon product dialog, now we see the module page

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest Lean-OS latest

Related issues:

Related to openQA Tests - action #25722: [migration] a simple installation with SMT added

Resolved 2017-10-02

History

#1 - 2017-09-20 20:23 - okurz
- Target version set to Milestone 12

#2 - 2017-10-23 11:31 - okurz
- Related to action #25722: [migration] a simple installation with SMT added

#3 - 2018-01-20 12:35 - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 12 to Milestone 15

#4 - 2018-03-14 08:00 - okurz
- Due date set to 2018-04-24

#5 - 2018-04-04 09:35 - okurz
- Subject changed from [sle][functional][smt] test fails in addon_products_sle - need to adapt workflow for SMT scenario to [sle][functional][smt][y][medium] test fails in addon_products_sle - need to adapt workflow for SMT scenario
- Description updated
- Status changed from New to Workable
- Difficulty set to medium

We still have this scenario for SLE15 but the latest job does not look like it is doing anything with SMT, e.g. see the registration screen in https://openqa.suse.de/tests/1564011#step/scp_registration/3 selecting (proxy-)SCC and not SMT. That should be crosschecked and changed.
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#6 - 2018-04-04 09:36 - okurz
- Subject changed from [sle][functional][smt][y][medium] test fails in addon_products_sle - need to adapt workflow for SMT scenario to [sle][functional][smt][y][medium] smt test for SLE15 does not do anything with SMT (was: fails in addon_products_sle - need to adapt workflow for SMT scenario)

#7 - 2018-04-11 08:18 - okurz
- Due date deleted (2018-04-24)
- Priority changed from High to Normal
- Target version changed from Milestone 15 to Milestone 18

No capacity for this right now. We will not be able to update this test for SLE15. The scenario is still there but in the test development group so lowering prio.

#8 - 2018-06-15 18:50 - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 18 to Milestone 18

#9 - 2018-07-25 07:48 - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 18 to future

#10 - 2020-10-27 11:31 - riafarov
- Status changed from Workable to Rejected
- Assignee set to riafarov

SMT and RMT are tested by Beijing teams.